
Mr. Brian Hart is the brother of Sue Mangold, a member of the East Greenbush Town Board.  Mr. Hart owns a 
parcel of land in a subdivision identified as SBL #144.20‐1‐18.  Pursuant to an option agreement, an affiliate 
of the Applicant has an option to purchase the entire subdivision, including the parcel that Mr. Hart owns.  
The option agreement provides that Mr. Hart will receive a $25,000 option fee plus an additional $75,000 
upon the closing of the land purchase transaction in exchange for his interests in the land.  Another owner 
of a similar parcel in the same subdivision will receive identical compensation.

Mr. Hart’s contact information is:

Brian Hart
Vice President
Martin Electric
2 Cooper Ave
Rensselaer, NY 12144
(518) 477‐7577

Ms. Mangold’s contact information is:

Sue Mangold
East Greenbush Town Board Member
Owner of Power Survey and Control Corp
Human Resource Manager for Martin Electric
2 Cooper Ave
Rensselaer, NY 12144
(518) 477‐7577

Exhibit VI.L – Public Officials

Submit as Exhibit VI.L. a list of names, titles, addresses and telephone numbers of any Public Officials or 
officers or employees of any governmental entity, and Immediate Family Member(s) of said Public Officials, 
officers or employees, who, directly or indirectly, own any financial interest in, have any beneficial interest 
in, are the creditors of, hold any debt instrument issued by, or hold or have an interest, direct or indirect, in 

any contractual or service relationship with the Applicant, the Manager or their Affiliates.   
Also submit a statement listing all persons and entities not listed in the immediately preceding sentence 

who or that have any arrangement, written or oral, to receive any compensation from anyone in  
connection with the Application, the RFA process or obtaining of a License from the State, describing  

the nature of the arrangement, the service to be provided and the amount of such compensation,  
whether actual or contingent.




